Free Loom-Woven Pattern
®
®
Lion Brand Vanna's Glamour - Bonbons
Bright Lights Doll Vest
Pattern Number: L32080

Free Loom-Woven Pattern from Lion Brand Yarn
®
®
Lion Brand Vanna's Glamour - Bonbons
Bright Lights Doll Vest
Pattern Number: L32080
SKILL LEVEL: Beginner
SIZE: One Size
To fit an 18 in. (45.5 cm) tall doll
CORRECTIONS: None as of Nov 15, 2013. To check for later updates, click here.
*Vanna's Glamour® (Article #861). 96% Acrylic, 4% Metallic
Polyester; package size: 1.75oz/49.61 gr. (202yds/185m) pull
skeins

MATERIALS
• 861-109 Lion Brand
Vanna's Glamour
Yarn: Sapphire
1 Ball (A)
• 601-660 Lion Brand
Bonbons Yarn:
Celebrate
1 Ball (B)
• Martha Stewart
Crafts™ Knit &
Weave Loom Kit

*Bonbons (Article #601).
Cotton: 100% Cotton. Care: Machine Wash Cool, Gentle Cycle, Do
Not Bleach, Dry Flat, Low Iron, Dry Clean Any Solvent Except
Trichloroethylene.
Acrylic: 100% Acrylic. Care: Machine Wash and Dry, Do Not Bleach,
Do Not Iron, Tumble Dry Normal, Dry Clean and Solvent Except
Trichloroethylene.
Metallic: 96% Acrylic, 4% Metallic Polyester. Care: Machine Wash
Cool, Lay Flat to Dry, Do Not Bleach, Do Not Iron, Dry Clean Any
Solvent Except Trichloroethylene.; package size: Cotton: Weight
Category 2: Sport Weight
8 x .35oz/10g
8 x 28yd/26m
Acrylic: Weight Category 3: DK Weight
8 x .35oz/10g
8 x 28yd/26m
Metallic: Weight Category 2: Sport Weight
8 x .35oz/10g
8 x 38.3 yd/35m

GAUGE:
Exact gauge is not essential to this project.
NOTES:
1. All warping and weaving is done with 3 strands of yarn held together. Wind each ball of yarn into 3
separate, approximately equal size balls before beginning.
2. Weft is woven with multiple colors of yarn. Follow the Weft Color Sequence for how to set up the
rows.

Colors for B yarns
Dark Blue (C)
Hot Pink (D)

Purple (E)
Pea Green (F)
Red (G)
Light Blue (H)
Sparkling Peach (I)
Emerald (J)
BACK (make 1)
Loom Configuration
Use the following pieces: (4) 12-hole pieces and (4) corner pieces.
Connect pieces to form a square as follows: 12-hole piece > corner piece > 12-hole piece > corner piece > 12-hole
piece > corner piece > 12-hole piece > corner piece.
Insert a small peg into each of the 17 holes on the top and bottom of the loom, leaving the 4 corner holes empty.
Insert a small peg into each of the 16 holes on each side of the loom, leaving one bottom hole on each side empty 66 working pegs placed.
Note:There will be one empty hole on each top corner of the loom and 2 empty holes on each bottom corner of the
loom. Insert one contrast color peg in upper right hand corner for slip knot.
Follow loom manual instructions on WEAVING for how to set up the warp, weave the weft, and remove weaving
from the loom.
Set up the warp across the 17 small pegs at the top and bottom of the loom using 3 strands of A held together.
Weave the weft across the 16 small pegs on the sides of the loom using 3 strands of B yarns held together in the
following Color Sequence.
WEFT COLOR SEQUENCE:
Weave the weft changing colors as follows:
Weave 2 rows with 3 strands of (C), weave 2 rows with 3 strands of (D), weave 2 rows with 3 strands of (E), weave
2 rows with 3 strands of (F), weave 2 rows with 3 strands of (G), weave 2 rows with 3 strands of (H), weave 2 rows
with 3 strands of (I), weave 2 rows with 3 strands of (J).
FRONTS (make 2)
Loom Configuration
Use the following pieces: (2) 12-hole pieces, (2) 6-hole pieces and (4) corner pieces.
Connect pieces to form a rectangle as follows: 12-hole piece > corner piece > 6-hole piece > corner piece >
12-hole piece > corner piece > 6-hole piece > corner piece.
Insert a small peg into each of the 9 holes on each short side (top and bottom) of the loom and a small peg into
each of the16 holes on each long side of the loom - 50 small working pegs placed.
Note:There will be 2 empty holes at each top corner of the loom and 3 empty holes at each bottom corner of the
loom. Insert one contrast color small peg in upper right hand corner for slip knot.
Set up the warp across the 9 small pegs on the short sides of the loom using 3 strands of A held together.
Weave the weft across the 16 small pegs on the long sides of the loom using 3 strands of B yarns held together and
following the Weft Color Sequence.
FINISHING
With yarn needle provided with loom, sew the side of one Front to the one side of the Back for 2 1/2 in. (6.5 cm),
leaving the top 2 1/2 in. (6.5 cm) open for armhole. Repeat with second Front. Sew the top edge of each Front to
the top edge of the Back for 1 in. (2.5 cm), leaving the center 3 in. (7.5 cm) open for neck. Weave the yarn ends
into the wrong side of the Vest.

Every effort has been made to have the knitting and crochet instructions accurate and complete. We cannot be responsible for variance of individual
knitters and crocheters, human errors, or typographical mistakes.

We want your project to be a success! If you need help with this or any other Lion Brand pattern, e-mail support is
available 7 days per week. Just click here to explain your problem and someone will help you!
For thousands of free patterns, visit our website www.LionBrand.com
To order visit our website www.lionbrand.com or call: (800) 258-YARN (9276) any time!
When in New York City, visit the Lion Brand Yarn Studio where we have the largest selection of our yarns
anywhere and over 100 classes and events monthly.
34 West 15th Street, NY, NY 10011
Copyright ©1998-2013 Lion Brand Yarn Company, all rights reserved. No pattern or other material may be reproduced -- mechanically,
electronically, or by any other means, including photocopying -- without written permission of Lion Brand Yarn Company.

